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1 Introduction

The use of search is ubiquitous in the field of computer science. Problems such as computing a traveling salesman tour, playing chess, solving the Tower of Hanoi problem, etc., can, in principle, be solved by examining the nodes in a large search space. A major contribution of research in the field of artificial intelligence has been the design of heuristic search programs—programs that take advantage of informed guesses to guide the search. One of the best known examples of the use of this technique is the solution of the "15-puzzle," a sliding blocks problem consisting of fifteen numbered, movable tiles set in a $4 \times 4$ frame. One cell of the frame is always empty, thus making it possible to move an adjacent numbered tile into the empty cell. The problem is to find a sequence (preferably optimal) of tile moves that will transpose a given initial board position into a given goal position.

Heuristic search focuses on using information about the problem to guide the search. In the fifteen puzzle, for example, a well known heuristic can be used to estimate the maximum number of moves needed to get to a known goal from any board. Using this estimator, search techniques can be designed that will produce an optimal solution, while searching only a small portion of the search space. Among the best known of these techniques are A* [18] and several of its variants [1, 17, 18, 19]. These algorithms use a combination of the number of moves used in known partial solutions, added to the estimated distance (the heuristic) from each partial solution to the target, to estimate how "promising" each partial solution is. Paths are searched in order of this value; the most promising paths searched first. In addition, the A* algorithm is guaranteed to return the optimal path when the heuristic is "admissible" (that is, when the heuristic consistently underestimates the cost of reaching the goal). Even using heuristics, the size of the search space can be prohibitively large for many problems. For example, the number of search states in the 15 puzzle is $15! / 2 > 2^{39}$. Even with heuristic guidance, A*'s search may require examining many millions, even billions, of board positions.

Given the large number of board positions that need to be searched, this problem (and others like it) would seem to be an excellent candidate for massive parallelism—the problem would appear to be "embarrassingly" parallel. However, a major problem in producing a parallel version of a heuristic search program is that in most applications of search, the storage requirements of most of the well known heuristic algorithms grow exponentially with some measure of the size of the problem. Thus, even using the large memories available across the many processors of massively parallel machines, it is still not feasible to solve many interesting and useful problems. In A* and its variants, for example, the entire explicitly generated search space must be stored prior to termination. To circumvent the large storage requirement of A*-like algorithms, attempts have been made to design algorithms that can run within limited available memory and yet produce optimal or near optimal solutions. Unfortunately, most of these efforts have produced algorithms that are not amenable to massively parallel implementation.

In this paper, we discuss an algorithm called PRA* (for Parallel Retracting A*), which was designed to run in a fixed-size memory and to exploit (SIMD) massive parallelism. We describe the algorithm and its implementation on the massively parallel Connection

\footnote{A preliminary description of PRA*, without most of the results discussed in the current paper, appears in [4].}
Machine. We present empirical results showing that PRA* examines fewer nodes than both the best known (serial) limited memory algorithm (IDA* [8]) and a parallel implementation (IDPS) of that algorithm. We also demonstrate that PRA* exhibits a near-linear speedup with the addition of extra processors.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:

1. Section 2 presents the details of RA* (a serial algorithm of which PRA* is a parallelization) and PRA*.

2. Section 3 discusses how the algorithm was programmed on the Connection Machine.

3. Section 4 discusses other algorithms related to RA* and PRA*, including IDA*, MREC, MA*, IDPS, and P-IDA*.

4. Section 5 presents experimental results for PRA*. It includes a comparison of PRA* to a parallel version of IDA*, and parallel speedup results for PRA*. Section 6 discusses these results and how they might apply to other search problems.

5. Section 7 contains concluding remarks.

2 The algorithm

In this section we present the details of a memory limited algorithm, PRA*, which has been designed to run on a SIMD architecture—the Connection Machine (CM), in particular. PRA* is able to examine a large number of nodes in parallel, while using a "retraction" scheme to free memory when needed. As we will show below, PRA* will return an optimal path if the heuristic is admissible.

2.1 Description of RA*

PRA* is a parallel implementation of a serial algorithm called RA* (Retracting A*). Although this paper is about the parallel algorithm, in order to understand PRA* it is best to first to look at RA*. Pseudocode for RA* is shown in Figure 1. Appendix B contains the outline of a correctness proof for RA*. The easiest way to explain RA* is in a comparison to A*. Below we summarize the similarities and differences between RA* and A*:

1. Like A*, RA* searches a state space that can be represented as a graph G in which nodes represent states in the search, and arcs represent legal transitions between them. G has a start node s and one or more goal nodes. A solution path is a path starting at s and ending at a goal node. Each arc has a cost, and the cost of a path is the sum of the costs of its arcs.

For example, in the 15-puzzle each configuration of the tiles is a node in the state space, and a node p is connected to a node q if and only if by sliding a single tile, the board represented by p can be transformed into the board represented by q. The

\footnote{In addition, Appendix B contains an outline of a proof of correctness for the RA* algorithm.}

\footnote{In addition, Appendix A contains evidence that the MA* algorithm is incorrect.}
procedure RA*(s,M)
  put s into T
  g(s) := 0
  q(s) := ∞
  h(s) := h(s)
  f(s) := g(s) + h(s)
loop
  u := the expandable node for which f(u) is smallest,
  resolving ties in favor of the most recently generated node
  if u is a goal node then
    return the path (s, ..., parent(parent(u)), parent(u), u)
  else for each child v of u that is not already a child of u in T do
    if v ∉ T then Create-and-Install-Child(u, v)
    else if g(u) + c(u, v) < g(v) then begin
      f(parent(v)) := g(parent(v)) + q(parent(v))
      Create-and-Install-Child(u, v)
    end
    if u is a tip node then f(u) := g(u) + q(u)
  while T contains more than M − b nodes do begin
data v be the tip node of T for which f(v) is largest,
  resolving ties in favor of the least recently generated node
  Retract(v)
end repeat
end RA*

procedure Create-and-Install-Child(u,v)
  put v into T
  parent(v) := u
  h(v) := max(h(v), h(u) − c(u, v))
  f(v) := g(v) + h(v)
  q(v) := ∞
end Create-and-Install-Child

procedure Retract(v)
  u := parent(v)
  q(u) := min(q(u), h(v) + c(u, v))
  f(u) := g(u) + q(u)
  remove v from T
  if u is now a tip node then begin
    h(u) := max(q(u), h(u))
    f(u) := g(u) + h(u)
  end
end Retract

Figure 1: RA*
start node is the starting configuration of the tiles, and the goal node is the desired configuration of the tiles. In the 15-puzzle, each arc has a cost of 1, so the cost of a path is the same as its length.

2. Like A*, RA* expands each node \( t \) by generating its children. But unlike A*, it may subsequently retract some of the generated nodes to free space. In RA*, a node \( t \) is expandable if \( t \) has been generated but has not been expanded, or if \( t \) has been expanded but some of its children subsequently have been retracted. In the latter case, expanding \( t \) consists of re-generating the retracted children.

3. Like A*, RA* requires a heuristic function \( h(t) \) that returns a lower bound on the cost of getting from \( t \) to the goal node. The definition of "cost" is domain-dependent. For the 15-puzzle, the cost is the number of tile moves from the starting position, \( s \).

4. Like A*, if RA* finds more than one path to \( t \), it retains only a least costly one, and maintains \( g(t) \) as the cost of this path. The paths themselves are maintained by having each node point to its immediate predecessor in the path.

5. Unlike A*, RA* does not require that the entire examined search space be stored in memory. To cope with search spaces that are too large to be stored in memory, RA* uses a retraction mechanism. When memory is needed, frontier nodes of the search space are retracted, storing their \( f \)-values in their parents. If any of a node's children are retracted, that node becomes available for reexpansion, its \( f \)-value being set to the minimum of those of its retracted children.

6. Like A*, RA* maintains an estimated cost, \( f(t) \), of the cost of getting from \( s \) to \( g \) through \( t \). However, in RA*, the initial value for \( f(t) \) is not \( g(t) + h(t) \) but instead \( \max(g(t) + h(t), f(\text{parent}(t))) \). Furthermore, if RA* ever retracts all of the children of \( t \), it updates \( f(t) \) to be the minimum of the \( f \)-values of the retracted children.

2.2 Description of PRA*

Pseudocode for the PRA* algorithm is shown in Figures 2 and 3. Below, we describe the primary differences between RA* and PRA*.

Rather than keeping track of the generated nodes globally as A* and RA* do, PRA* distributes these nodes over the local memory stores available to its processors. Each processor has a bucket capable of holding some fixed number of nodes (280 nodes per bucket in the current implementation). As each node, \( t \), is generated at its parent node's processor, it is installed in the search graph by assigning it to a processor (and thus to that processor's bucket). This is done using a hashing function \( H(t) \) that returns the address of the processor to which \( t \) is assigned. The parent processor broadcasts \( t \) to processor \( H(t) \), which then installs the node in its bucket. Provided the hashing function is a good one, the nodes will be well distributed across all processors, and the corresponding processing load also will be well distributed. (The use of hashing functions for load balancing was independently developed by Manzini and Somalvico in [14] and [15].) In fact, for all the test problems we ran on PRA*, every processor of the CM was continually active after the initial set-up phase.
procedure PRA*(s)
  $P := \text{NIL}$
  $U := \infty$
  tell all processors to empty their buckets
  Initialize(s)
  loop
    for all buckets (i.e. processors) containing expandable nodes begin
      select an expandable node $t$ with lowest $f$-value,
      resolving ties in favor of most recently installed
      if $t$ is not the goal node then
        for each child $v$ of $t$ such that $c_v(t) \in \{\text{RETRACTED, NOT-GENERATED}\}$ begin
          Create-Child($t$, $v$)
          $c_v(t) := \text{GENERATED}$
          Install($v$)
        end
        else if $g(t) < U$ then begin
          $t$ is a goal node
          $U := g(t)$
          $P :=$ the path from $s$ to $t$
        end
      end
    for every tip node $t$ such that $g(t) \geq U$, Prune($t$)
    until the bucket is empty enough or it contains no tip nodes do begin
      let $u$ be the tip node with the largest $f$-value in the bucket,
      resolving ties in favor of the least recently installed
      Retract($u$)
    end
  repeat
end PRA*

procedure Initialize(s)
  parent($s$) := NIL
  $h(s) := h(s)$
  $g(s) := 0$
  $f(s) := h(s)$
  $q(s) := \infty$
  $c_i(s) := \text{NOT-GENERATED}, \forall i$
  Install(s)
end Initialize

Figure 2: Pseudocode for the PRA* algorithm (Part 1).
procedure Create-Child(t,v)
\[
\text{parent}(v) := t \\
\hat{h}(v) := \max(h(v), \tilde{h}(t) - c(t,v)) \\
g(v) := g(t) + c(t,v) \\
f(v) := g(v) + \hat{h}(v) \quad \text{Same as } \max(f(t), g(v) + h(v)). \\
q(v) := \infty
\]
end Create-Child

procedure Install(v, status)
send v to processor H(v)
\[\text{Collisions are possible here} \quad \text{Note context shift}\]
for every processor receiving a v
\[\text{if the bucket is full then } \text{status} := \text{OUT-OF-MEMORY}\]
else if v is already in the bucket as v' then
\[\text{if } g(v') \leq g(v) \text{ then } \text{status} := \text{CHEAPER-PATH-EXISTS}\]
else begin
Prune(v')
replace v' with v in bucket
end
send status to processor H(\text{parent}(v))
\[\text{if } \text{status} = \text{OUT-OF-MEMORY} \text{ then } \text{Retract}(v) \quad \text{Returned to original context}\]
\[\text{if } \text{status} = \text{CHEAPER-PATH-EXISTS} \text{ then } \text{Prune}(v)\]
end Install

procedure Retract(v)
send v to processor H(\text{parent}(v))
\[\text{Context shift} \quad \text{Retrieve parent from bucket.}\]
for every processor receiving v
\[\text{let } u = \text{parent}(v)\]
\[q(u) := \min(q(u), \hat{h}(v) + c(u,v))\]
set \(c_v(u) = \text{RETRACTED}\)
\[\text{if } c_j(u) \in \{\text{RETRACTED, PRUNED}\}, \forall j \quad u \text{ has no other children.}\]
\[\hat{h}(u) := \max(q(u), \tilde{h}(u))\]
\[f(u) = g(u) + \hat{h}(v)\]
\[\text{remove } v \text{ from bucket} \quad \text{Returned to original context}\]
end Retract

procedure Prune(v)
send v to processor H(\text{parent}(v))
\[\text{Context shift} \quad \text{parent}(v) \text{ is stored in current processor's bucket, and so is easily retrieved.}\]
\[c_v(\text{parent}(v)) := \text{PRUNED}\]
\[f(\text{parent}(v)) := g(\text{parent}(v)) + q(\text{parent}(v))\]
end Prune

Figure 3: Pseudocode for the PRA* algorithm (Part 2).
Like RA*, PRA* chooses nodes for expansion on the basis of their $f$-values. But unlike RA*, PRA* expands many nodes simultaneously. In particular, each processor selects from its bucket an expandable node having the smallest $f$-value among the nodes in that bucket, and expands that node. Because each processor expands the node that is locally the best, a locally chosen goal node is not necessarily globally the best. Consequently, the first solution path found by PRA* may not be optimal. To handle this situation, PRA* maintains two global values: $P$ is the best complete solution path found so far, and $U$ is the cost of this path. Any leaf node $t$ for which $f(t) \geq U$ is pruned. Once a solution is found, the algorithm does not terminate until all nodes have been pruned. (Solutions are recorded as they are found, so that the algorithm is free to prune the solution paths as well.)

Retraction does not occur in RA* until all memory is exhausted. In PRA*, however, retraction occurs whenever any one processor's memory is exhausted. Unfortunately, because the search space is distributed across all processors, it is possible for a bucket to become filled with non-frontier nodes, and thus have no candidates for retraction. In particular, in the last few lines of the INSTALL procedure (see Figure 3) if the bucket is full then the node to be installed, $t$, will instead be retracted, even if it has a better $f$-value than all the nodes in the bucket. In almost all cases, this will only cause a temporary delay: as the algorithm proceeds, a node will eventually be retracted from the bucket (because the $f$-value of the frontier will eventually become larger than that of some leaf node in the bucket), so that the next time $t$'s parent is expanded, $t$ will be installed. Nonetheless, in the current implementation of PRA*, a "full-bucket" condition theoretically can lead to deadlock state from which PRA* will not terminate—the might be permanently locked out of the bucket. (RA*, on the other hand, is guaranteed to terminate if a solution exists.)

The situations that could give rise to the kind of lockout described above are rather bizarre. For example, lockout could arise if there is a subtree $T$ such that (1) all non-leaf nodes in $T$ are hashed to some set of buckets $\{i_1, \ldots, i_k\}$, (2) these nodes completely fill the buckets $\{i_1, \ldots, i_k\}$, (3) the leaf nodes of $T$ are all hashed to buckets other than $\{i_1, \ldots, i_k\}$, and (4) upon expansion of any leaf node $t$ of $T$, each child of $t$ hashes to one of the buckets $\{i_1, \ldots, i_k\}$. If the hash function is a good one, the probability of occurrences such as this are so low as to make it impossible in any practical sense. PRA* can be modified to check for such lockouts at the cost of extra memory or node expansions. However, given the implausibility of such situations occurring (particularly in the 15-puzzle) the current implementation doesn't make such checks.

3 Implementation details

The implementation of PRA* on the SIMD connection machine was relatively straightforward. However, several aspects of the algorithm could be implemented in multiple ways. While we generally did not try to optimize board expansion or other 15-puzzle specific code, we did attempt to make best utilization of the processors, and to minimize the time spent in interprocessor communication, bucket manipulation, and the pruning of non-leaf nodes.
3.1 Interprocessor Communication

Because PRA* distributes the nodes of the search space across all processors, the algorithm requires frequent interprocessor communication. Some of these operations result in a high degree of communication congestion at certain processors. This congestion can significantly degrade run-time performance. The overhead of dealing with such communication congestion was significant in PRA*.

For example, in the first line of the Install procedure (Figure 3), every processor that has created a new node (and that is usually every processor) attempts to send that node, \( t \), to its assigned processor, \( H(t) \). Because these broadcasts are simultaneous, many processors will receive broadcasts from several others simultaneously. In the current implementation, however, only one of these “colliding” broadcast messages gets through. The current implementation uses a “transfer, acknowledge, retry” technique to deal with collisions. The receiving processor acknowledges receipt to the successful sender. Processors receiving no such acknowledgement re-broadcast their message until it gets through. Thus, it can take many actual broadcasts (the average was six to nine for the 15-puzzle) to effect one abstract broadcast.

To ameliorate the performance degradation resulting from the need for these multiple broadcasts, we split the process into two phases. In the first phase, the broadcast messages consisted of only the address of the sending processor (16-bits). As described above, these messages were subject to collision. As these messages arrived they were enqueued. In the second phase, after all messages had been received, the processors iterated through their queues, retrieving from the original senders the full node data structures (160 bits) of the newly received children. The retrieval process does not suffer message collisions.

The enqueuing method requires more communication operations (because of the additional operations constituting the retrieval phase), but fewer large ones. This is important because the run-time of send operations on the CM is proportional to the size of the message. In most circumstances the run-time saved by using the smaller (16-bit) sends outweighed the time required for the few additional larger (160-bit) ones. PRA* minimizes its losses due to message collision by minimizing the size of colliding messages.

3.2 Bucket Manipulation

Bucket nodes are sorted and indexed with two keys, \( f \)-value and board position, to facilitate the two most common reasons for accessing the buckets. Even with the double-indexing, though, operations involving the buckets are slow because the CM does not provide efficient address indirection. There is no operation to, “move the data at the address stored at address X to address Y”.

Address indirection can be accomplished through use of the CM’s sideways array data structures, but these are fairly cumbersome, and the operations using them are slow. Nonetheless, they are the best mechanism available, and PRA* uses sideways arrays to represent buckets, and several indexing schemes (requiring a significant amount of memory) to optimize sideways array operations. Even with optimization, these operations comprise a

---

4We have discussed this elsewhere [5].

5The most recent release of *Lisp includes a send-with-queue operation, but we’ve not yet altered the implementation to use it.
significant amount of the program's run-time. It can be argued that this is the price to pay for duplication detection. Nonetheless, if the CM could be modified to provide quick address indirection (say, two to ten times slower than a standard move operation), we estimate that PRA* would run at least ten times faster.

3.3 Messages to Pruned Nodes

Another implementation complication arose from our treatment of pruned non-leaf nodes. Two situations can cause non-leaf nodes to be pruned: a cheaper path may be found to the non-leaf node, \( t \), or a solution node with a better \( f \)-value may have been found, prompting PRA* to prune \( t \). In either case, we decided not to prune existing descendants of \( t \); to traverse \( t \)'s entire subtree, scattered across many processors, for the purpose of pruning the subtree, is too expensive an operation. Instead, these nodes remain in their respective buckets. These nodes are left to prune themselves upon detecting that their parent node has been pruned. Eventually, the "detached" descendants of \( t \) may have reason to send a message to their no longer existing (pruned) parent (usually to indicate to their parent that they have been retracted or pruned.) For example, node \( t' \) sends a message to its parent node, \( t \). The receiving processor (which had formerly held \( t \)) detects that \( t \) is not stored in its bucket, and returns a message to this effect. Only then, having detected that it is a component of a pruned subtree, does \( t' \) prune itself.

4 Related Work

4.1 Serial Limited-Memory Heuristic Search Algorithms

As shown in [3], every admissible search algorithm must expand all surely expandable nodes before finding a solution. Since the number of such nodes often grows exponentially with some measure of the problem size, every admissible search algorithm must either have an exponential amount of memory in which to store these nodes, or else (if it operates in a limited amount of memory) it must delete nodes that have already been generated and possibly regenerate them later.

IDA* [8] was the first algorithm to solve 15-puzzles efficiently within limited memory. IDA* is a tree-search algorithm, and works with graph search spaces by unfolding them into search trees. IDA* is iterative, executing a depth-first search that is delimited by a threshold that is increased at each iteration. In each iteration, IDA* executes a depth-first search from the root node until a goal node is found or all nodes with \( f \)-values within the current threshold have been examined. If a goal node is not found, the threshold is incremented and the search restarted (a new iteration) from the root node. Because IDA* simulates the best-first search strategy of A* by using an underestimating threshold value, it is guaranteed to find an optimal solution under admissible heuristics. The space complexity of IDA* is linear in the depth of the search tree. However, it is known that IDA* makes significantly more node expansions than A* in practice. Thus, for problems where node expansion time is significant, IDA* fares badly.

The algorithm MREC [24] is a variant of IDA*. MREC is a recursive marking algorithm that maintains an explicit graph during the search. When it runs out of memory, it uses
IDA* to increase the threshold value at its tip nodes and continue searching. Eventually
MREC finds a solution path in the explicit graph or with the help of IDA*. Thus, MREC
can use a larger initial memory than IDA*, but otherwise is not much different from IDA*.

MA* [2] is a significantly different algorithm for use with limited memory—it attempts
to optimize the use of memory during search. During each expansion phase, MA* generates
only one child of each node selected for expansion, only partially expanding that node. It
maintains an explicit graph and runs like any standard marking algorithm for networks,
such as MarkA [1]. As in MarkA, MA* performs bottom-up cost computations. When
out of memory, it selectively prunes nodes and arcs from the explicit graph. These pruned
nodes, and other partially expanded nodes can be reexpanded at a later time. It can be
shown that through bottom-up computation and selective generations of children, MA*
maintains the best-first node selection strategy of algorithm A*.

The significant differences between MA* and RA* concern how nodes are expanded and
selected for expansion. RA* fully expands nodes, installing all children of a in the explicit
graph. MA*, on the other hand, installs only one child during each expansion. The order
in which MA* generates and installs the children of a node is determined by the relative
heuristic values of the children. Because of the different expansion techniques, the minimum
amount of memory required for MA* is \( L \), and is \( bL \) for RA*, where \( b \) is the maximum node
branching-factor and \( L \) is the maximum number of nodes on any path that can be generated
by A*. With larger amounts of memory, RA* will run more and more like A*, behaving
exactly like A* if there is enough memory that no retractions are needed. In contrast,
because MA* generates only one of a set of sibling nodes at a time, it can reselect and
reexpand a node again and again to get all the children of that node—and this can occur
even when there is sufficient memory to hold all the siblings simultaneously.

MA*'s need to generate children selectively, and the bottom-up nature of its marking
algorithm, make it difficult to envision a massively parallel form of MA* without a fully
shared memory. Moreover, we have shown in a recent study citelimitations that MA* as
presented in [2] is incorrect. We briefly describe these results in Appendix A.

4.2 SIMD Heuristic Search Algorithms

While there has been great deal of research into serial heuristic search, and some into coarse-
grained MIMD search\(^6\) [6, 9, 23], research into SIMD search algorithms is just beginning.
Other than PRA*, the only attempts we know of to develop SIMD search algorithms have
been parallelizations of IDA* [20, 22, 10, 11].

The earliest attempt at a SIMD version IDA* was done by Powley and Korf [20]. They
parallelized IDA* by allowing individual processors to execute separate depth-first searches
to different thresholds (cost bounds). The first solution found is not guaranteed to be
optimal, so search continues until a better solution is found or until a solution is proven
to be optimal. This approach requires very little load-balancing, but the speedup result
obtained by this algorithm was only 707 (4.9% of the 16K processors used).

Three more parallelizations of IDA* were developed later: two versions of the P-IDA*

---

\(^6\)Coarse-grained MIMD parallelization of IDA*, with each processor searching to a different threshold,
has shown near-linear speed-ups, but only for small numbers of processors [23]. As the number of processors
increases, speed-up declines.
algorithm [22, 21], and the IDPS algorithm [10]. These more recent efforts have had more success. One of the versions of P-IDA* has achieved a 4600-fold speed-up on a 16K Connection Machine [22], and similar results have been obtained for IDPS [10].

P-IDA* works by dividing up the search space into subspaces, each with its own “start” node (which may be some distance away from the real start node). Initially, a single processor is assigned to each subspace, to do an IDA*-style search of that subspace. But after each threshold, more or fewer processors may be allocated to each subspace in order to achieve load balancing.

IDPS differs from P-IDA* in three essential ways. First, IDPS uses a different static load balancing strategy to initially distribute the subspaces across the processors. Second, IDPS uses a different dynamic load balancing strategy which results in very high efficiency. Third, IDPS offers two variations of node generation strategy, allowing the algorithm to optimize its performance for different domains.

4.3 Comparing PRA* with the Parallizations of IDA*

IDA* stores only the current node and the path from that node back to the start node $s$; and similarly, the parallel versions of IDA* store only the current nodes and the paths from those nodes back to $s$. This technique requires that IDA* and its parallelizations regenerate many nodes many times over. These regenerations are necessitated in two ways. First, whenever the threshold is increased, the search tree of the previous threshold cycle must be regenerated. Second, any node $t$ in the search space may be accessed along many different paths. For the 15-puzzle, for example, most board positions (the exceptions are those in which the “empty” tile is in a corner or on an edge) are accessible by a single tile move from any of four adjacent board positions. Because IDA* and its parallelizations maintain no history of which nodes have been previously examined, they must reexamine the entire subtree of descendants of $t$ each time $t$ itself is examined.

A* avoids this redundant work by storing all nodes as they are examined. This makes it possible for A* to detect when a node is later reached via a path using a different adjacent node. (We call this duplicate detection.) A* doesn’t reexamine the duplicate’s descendant sub-tree unless it has discovered a cheaper path to the duplicate. The central problem with A* is that the search space for most interesting domains is far too large to be stored in memory. PRA*, rather than trying to solve a search problem with a minimal amount of memory, as does IDA*, searches by optimizing its use of memory. It maximizes its use of available memory so as store as many of the previously examined nodes as possible, and so minimizes the need for redundant node examinations.

Unfortunately, in terms of run-time, the cost of duplicate detection in PRA* is quite high. It necessitates PRA*’s use of general interprocessor communication (among the most expensive operations on the CM) and the code to search each bucket for a duplicate whenever a new node is added. These two functions account for about 92% of PRA*’s run-time on 15-puzzle problems (though some interprocessor communication would be required for load-balancing in any case.)

PRA*’s load-balancing scheme is predicated on the need for duplicate detection. The hashing function, because it is known to every processor, guarantees that a duplicate, regardless of at which processor it was generated, will be sent to the processor holding the
original. Using a hashing function for load balancing has disadvantages. First, there is no guarantee that nodes will be distributed evenly across the processors. The distribution is a product of the hashing function and the search space. Second, the topology of the hashing distribution has nothing to do with the topology of the search space itself. This necessitates general interprocessor communication—as opposed to faster “nearest neighbor” communication—for communication between processors representing nodes adjacent in the search space.

Our main criticism of IDA* derivatives like P-IDA* and IDPS is that though they enjoy a run-time speed-up with increasing numbers of processors, they do not benefit from the larger memory associated with larger parallel machines, and thus they do not do any less total work. For example, Powley et al report [21] that P-IDA* required roughly the same number (slightly more, actually) of node expansions to solve a problem as serial IDA*, regardless of the number of processors. For some problems [7], IDA*'s number of node expansions (and thus its runtime) can be as high as $\Omega(2^n)$, where $n$ is the number of node expansions that would be done by A*. Thus, simply adding more processors to an IDA*-like algorithm may not be enough to make a problem tractable. In view of this criticism, it is of obvious interest to design a parallel algorithm that will become closer to A* as more processors and their corresponding memory are added. PRA*, which is more like A*, exhibits this behavior.

Powley et al [21] argue that PRA* will enjoy less and less benefit from duplicate checking as problem size increases. They claim that for large enough problems, the benefit to be derived from the finite number of nodes that PRA* can store will become inconsequential. This is far from obvious. Indeed, the opposite may be true.

It is true that as problem size increases, PRA* is able to store a relatively smaller proportion of the search space, and thus must fail to detect an increasing number of duplicates. On the other hand, PRA* will tend to store a large proportion of the higher (closer to the root) nodes in the search graph. The value of such duplicate detection for such nodes becomes increasingly important with larger problems because the benefits of avoiding duplicates are exponential in the distance of the duplicate from a goal. Alternatively, it may work out that the topology of the search space is such that the duplicates tend to be those nodes that have not yet been retracted. The interaction between PRA*'s retraction mechanism, and the topology of the search space would seem to be the main factor in the effectiveness of duplicate checking in PRA*. We don't believe that the simple proportion of search space size to memory size is an adequate metric of duplicate-checking effectiveness.

5 Experimental Results

We have used the 15-puzzle to test the performance of PRA*. The algorithm is invoked with a starting board position, and outputs the moves necessary to reach a given goal state.

The 15-puzzle is known to have a large search space. In [8] Korf presents the results of running IDA* for one hundred random start states. The number of nodes expanded by IDA* varies from several hundred thousand, to over six billion. The P-IDA* parallelization of IDA* [22] achieves similar results. (P-IDA* requires about four percent more node expansions than IDA*, on average.)

To test our algorithm, we have compared the performance of the IDPS algorithm (which
is similar to P-IDA* against that of PRA* using a 16K processor CM-2 with a Sun-4 front-end. In addition, we have run PRA* using different numbers of processors to examine parallel speed-ups. For the heuristic function \( h \) we used the sum over all tiles \( t \) of the Manhattan distance from \( t \)'s current to its desired location.

5.1 Comparison with Parallel IDA*

It was our hypothesis that the design of PRA* would enable it to expand significantly fewer nodes than IDPS when solving 15-puzzle problems. To test this hypothesis, we ran PRA* and IDPS on 45 15-puzzle initial and target pairs for which known IDA* performance has been published [8]. We then compared the number of node expansions performed by IDPS with the number of node expansions (we use the term *expansions* to represent both expansions and reexpansions) computed by PRA*.

Figure 4 shows the results sorted by the number of node expansions for IDPS (circles represent the IDPS results, squares the PRA* results). As can be seen, PRA* made fewer node expansions than IDPS for all but the smallest problems. For the 15-puzzle, as in many search problems, solution length is a reasonable indicator of the difficulty in finding an optimal solution, although there is a large variance. Figure 5 shows the same data as the previous figure, sorted by the length of the optimal solution paths. Exponential curves have been fit to both sets of data. As can be seen, the curve fit to the PRA* data appears to indicate that PRA* performs exponentially better than IDPS \( e^{0.20} \) for IDPS vs. \( e^{0.17} \) for PRA*). In the absence of any contrary evidence, it seems reasonable to anticipate that PRA* will continue to require exponentially fewer expansions than IDPS for larger problems.

5.2 Parallel Speed-up

For the Connection Machine (and other SIMD systems) computing speed-up is difficult as the "single processor" case is often uncomputable, as is the case for PRA*. To run the algorithm on a CM restricted to use only one processor would require a prohibitive amount of CPU-time. For some algorithms, speed-up can be calculated indirectly by first calculating the algorithm's efficiency (as Powley *et al* did for P-IDA* in [22]). Unfortunately, this technique is possible only when the efficiency of the algorithm can be estimated directly. This appears impossible for PRA* because the interaction between the retraction and hashing mechanisms makes it difficult to determine what proportion of PRA*’s "work" (retractions
and expansions) would be germane to RA*’s.

To observe parallel speed-up, we calculated an adjusted speed-up which takes the 1000 processor computation as the base case, and computes run-time speed-ups with respect to this number. Thus, although exact comparisons to a serial case cannot be computed (as they could for coarse-grained MIMD algorithms) an approximation of a speed-up effect can be computed.

Figure 6 shows graphs of adjusted speed-up vs. 1000’s of processors for four different fifteen puzzles of increasing difficulty (the number of expansions for the 16K processor case is displayed for each graph). As can be seen, relative speed-up appears to be linear with the number of processors. For small problems, though, this linearity can plateau at a saturation point. Such problems do not present enough work to adequately utilize all the available processors. The addition of more processors doesn’t hasten the solution of the problem. As the number of nodes to be searched increases, the number of processors at which this saturation occurs also increases. As shown in Figure 6, by 800K expansions we are already seeing the saturation disappearing for the 16K processor case. For the 1.6M expansion problem, the saturation effect is completely absent. This leads us to believe that larger puzzles, which can require tens of millions of insertions, will not exhibit this saturation effect even for significantly larger SIMD machines. Consequently, we believe PRA* will scale-up well to larger problems and machines.

6 Discussion

Heuristic search algorithms may be divided into two groups: graph-search algorithms (which do duplicate detection) such as A*, C [1], Graphsearch [18], MIMD Parallel A* [9] and PRA*, and tree-search algorithms (which do not do duplicate detection) such as IDA*, MREC, MA*, P-IDA*, IDPS and MIMD Parallel IDA* [23]. The choice of whether to use a parallel graph-search algorithm such as PRA* or a parallel tree-search algorithm such as IDPS or P-IDA* depends on the problem domain. There are two major features of the domain which will affect the space-time tradeoffs: node expansion time, and how heavily the domain is “latticed”.

6.1 Node Expansion Time

For domains in which expansion time dominates run-time performance, such as some representations of the Traveling Salesman Problem, a graph-search algorithm such as PRA* is to be preferred over an IDA* derivative. PRA*’s strength is that it tries to minimize the total number of expansions needed to find a solution. This strength offers the biggest returns in such a domain.

In domains where node expansion is relatively simple, an IDA* derivative, like IDPS,
may be best. Of course, the topology of the search space is an important factor, too. If the search graph is heavily cross-linked or latticed, the amount of redundant reexaminations of search subtrees in IDPS may outweigh any savings in avoiding duplicate checks.

6.2 Search Space Topology

For domains which are not heavily latticed, and in which expansion time is relatively inexpensive, a tree-search algorithm such as IDPS is probably the best choice. There, the run-time savings due to duplicate checking are not as significant as they might be for more complex domains. The 15-puzzle is such a domain, and thus we expected IDPS to run faster than PRA* on this problem. Empirical studies confirmed this, with IDPS running about ten times as fast as PRA* for the problem suite featured in 5.7

In heavily “latticed” domains the sheer amount of redundancy avoided by duplicate-checking may outweigh the time spent discovering the redundancies. In such cases, the number of nodes expanded by algorithms such as IDA* and IDPS (which do not do duplicate-checking) can sometimes be as high as Ω(2^2n), where n is the number of nodes expanded by algorithms such as A* which do duplicate-checking [7]. PRA*, which does as much duplicate-checking as possible within its memory restrictions, will tend toward A*’s performance characteristics. Thus in such cases, PRA* may still outperform IDPS even if node expansion is cheap.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented PRA*, an algorithm for heuristic search that takes advantage of the SIMD architecture of the CM. The algorithm has some of the advantages of a best-first search such as A*, while still functioning within a limited memory. To enable it to operate in limited memory, PRA* uses a process of retraction (and possible later reexpansion) of nodes with poor f-values.

We have shown empirically that PRA* expands significantly fewer nodes than parallel implementations of IDA*. In addition, PRA* is designed to maximize processor utilization on SIMD architectures, and empirical results show that it promises to be scalable to larger and more complex search problems.
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A Incorrectness of MA*

Let $G$ be a tree. Then the set $V_G$ of the surely expandable nodes of $G$ is defined inductively as follows:

1. $G$'s root node $s$ is surely expandable.

2. A node $n$ in $G$ is surely expandable if its parent is surely expandable and $f(n) < h^*(s)$.

We let $N_G = |V_G|$.

It is well known [3] that if $X$ is any admissible best-first tree-search algorithm, $G$ is a tree, and $n$ is any node of $V_G$, then $X$ must generate all of $n$'s children at least once. Thus, if we let

$$N_0 = 1 + \sum_{n \in V_G} |\text{children}(n)|$$

(where the "1" accounts for the generation of the start node $s$, and $\text{children}(n)$ is the number of children of node $n$), then $N_0$ is a lower bound on the minimum number of nodes that must be generated by $X$ before finding a goal node in $G$. In particular, if MA*(0) is a correct algorithm, then it must generate at least $N_0$ nodes when searching $G$.

Given any tree $G$, one way to find $N_0$ is to count the total number of node generations by IDA* during its second-to-last iteration. As shown in Table 1, we have done this for the same twenty problems on which MA*(0) was tested in [2]. As can be seen from the table, in nine of the twenty problems, MA*(0) generated fewer than $N_0$ nodes, indicating that it must have behaved incorrectly.

The above is sufficient to show that MA* is not a correct algorithm on trees. In [13], we show that MA* has even more serious problems when it is run on graphs. In particular, there are some graphs on which MA* can cycle forever.
Table 1: Nodes generated by MA*, versus N_0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem number</th>
<th>N_0</th>
<th>Nodes generated by MA*(0)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9076121</td>
<td>5888141</td>
<td>too small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>136960269</td>
<td>103014250</td>
<td>too small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>183139862</td>
<td>270016222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10118748</td>
<td>11221801</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>62924032</td>
<td>59056169</td>
<td>too small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>843100</td>
<td>898573</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>27608527</td>
<td>29600698</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>51195292</td>
<td>34010298</td>
<td>too small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>2200221</td>
<td>2396522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>9074587</td>
<td>17989651</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>182869</td>
<td>454994</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>1784841518</td>
<td>1663093494</td>
<td>too small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>6260108</td>
<td>9993039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>94422429</td>
<td>83188268</td>
<td>too small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>33333029</td>
<td>27922714</td>
<td>too small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>20494715</td>
<td>30964227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>575359</td>
<td>1426580</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>4415745</td>
<td>6328404</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>3219560</td>
<td>3012939</td>
<td>too small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>29662470</td>
<td>19221994</td>
<td>too small</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B Correctness of RA*

Below is an outline of a proof that RA* is guaranteed to terminate with an optimal solution, provided that the following conditions are satisfied:

1. The heuristic function h is admissible, i.e., h(n) ≤ h*(n) for every node n ∈ G.
2. G contains at least one solution path.
3. There is a number δ > 0 such that the cost of each arc is no less than δ.
4. M ≥ bL, where b is the maximum node branching-factor and L is the maximum number of nodes on any path that can be generated by A*.

The first three conditions above are identical to the conditions required for A* to terminate with an optimal solution. The fourth condition is necessary in order to guarantee that RA* has enough memory to run to completion.

We will present the details of this proof in [16]. The intuitive logic for this proof is presented below.

Let P be any solution path in the state space G. We define

\[ \text{pathmax}(P) = \max \{ f(n) | n \text{ is a node of } P \}, \]
and

\[ Q = \min_{P \in G} \text{pathmax}(P). \]

A solution path \( P' \) is called a \( Q \)-min path if \( \text{pathmax}(P') = Q \) and \( \text{cost}(P') = \min\{\text{cost}(P'')|\text{pathmax}(P'') = Q\} \). As an immediate consequence of this definition, \( G \) is guaranteed to have at least one \( Q \)-min path \( P_0 \). Note that if \( h \) is an admissible heuristic, then \( Q = h^*(s) \).

Consider the point where RA* selects a node \( u \) for expansion, and let \( P_0^u \) be the portion of \( P_0 \) that RA* has generated so far. From the definition of \( P_0 \), it follows that the tip node \( p \) of \( P_0^u \) has \( f(p) \leq Q \). Therefore, since RA* always selects the node \( u \) for which \( f(u) \) is smallest, it follows that \( f(u) \leq Q \).\(^8\) This guarantees that if RA* terminates, it returns an optimal solution.

To show that RA* terminates, we note that when a node \( n \) is selected for expansion, a depth-first search below that node continues (by the “most recent node” selection strategy) until all generated descendants of \( n \) have \( f \)-values greater than some tip node of \( T \) not below \( n \). If any descendant of \( n \) is ever retracted, its \( q \)-value is propagated upward (i.e., to ancestors), and this value is reflected in the \( h \)-values that are propagated downward when nodes are regenerated. This prevents the algorithm from oscillating (i.e., generating and retracting the same node again and again).

---

\(^8\)For more details about this kind of argument, the reader is referred to [12].
Figure 4: Comparison of PRA* and IDPS performance sorted by IDPS node expansions
Figure 5: Comparison of PRA* and IDPS, sorted by path length (curves of best fit are for all data points).

PRA* appears to require exponentially fewer expansions than IDPS.
Figure 6:
Some speed-up graphs for PRA*

Speed-up appears to be linear in the number of processors.